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Consider the problem of finding a best uniform approximation to a function f
from a nonconvex set K in the space of bounded functions. Conditions are
developed on K so that the operator mapping f to one of its best approximations
r IS Lipschitzian with some constant C and is optimal Lipschitzian, Le.. has the
smalles: C among all such operators. "C' 1989 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the space of bounded functions on a set S with uniform norm
11·11. A best approximation to a function f from a nonconvex set K in this
space is not unique in general. An operator T: 1-41', where I' is a best
approximation to J, is a Lipschitzian selection opratof if il!' - iI'ii ~
qT) 11/ - hll for all J, h and some least number C(T). Such an operator is
optimal if C( T) ,;:; C( T') for all such Lipschitzian T' mapping each I to one
of its best approximations. In this article, conditions are developed in some
generality on the approximating set K so that Lipschitzian operators,
optimal or otherwise, can be identified and their uniqueness determined.
Concepts of epigraphic sets and maps are introduced and used in analysis.
The problem considered is conceptually similar to the well-known problem
of finding continuous selections.

Let S be any set and B denote the Banach space of bounded functions .r
on S with uniform norm II/II = sup{ 1/(s)l: sE S}. Let K c B be a nonempty
and nonconvex (i.e., not necessarily convex) set. Given an .r in B, let Li(f)
denote the infimum of 11/ - kll for k in K. The problem is to find an I' in K
called a best approximation to / from K, so that

A(!) = III- I'll = inf{ Ilf - kll: k E K}_ (L! )
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In general, A r, the set of all best approximations to f, is not singleton. A
Lipschitzianselection operator (LSO) T is a nonlinear operator which
maps each! in B to an /' in Af and satisfies, for some least number C( T),

II T(f) - T(h)11 <C(T) II! - hll,

for all f, h in B. T is an optimal Lipschitzian selection operator (OLSO) if
C( T) < C( T') for all LSOs T'. In this article we obtain conditions on K so
that LSOs and OLSOs can be identified.

We now state three conditions on K; not all conditions will be imposed
in every case under consideration.

(i) If k E K then k + C E K for all real c.

(ii) If K' c K is a set of functions uniformly bounded above on S,
then the function k', which is the pointwise supremum offunctions in K', is
in K.

(iii) If K' c K is a set of functions uniformly bounded below on S,
then the function k', which is the pointwise infimum of functions in K', is
in K.

We now summarize our results and method of analysis. In Section 3,
under conditions (i) and (ii) on K, we identify an LSO T with C(T) = 2. A
symmetric result holds when conditions (i) and (iii) hold for K. If K
satisfies all three conditions and K is convex, then an LSO TA is identified
with C(TA ) = 1+ 12.A. - 11 for each 0 <.A. < 1. In particular, when .A. =~, the
corresponding T= TA is an OLSO with C(T) = 1. Another problem is also
analyzed in Section 3. Given! in B, let Kf={kEK:k<!} and A(f)
denote the infimum of II! - kll for k in Kf . The problem is to find an /' in
Kf so that

A(f) = II! - /'11 = inf{ II! -kll: kE Kf }· (1.2)

Under conditions (i) and (ii) on K for the above problem, we identify an
OLSO T with C( T) = 1 and show that it is unique. A symmetric result
holds for a problem symmetric to (1.2) when K satisfies (i) and (iii). For
the purpose of analysis, we introduce epigraphic sets and maps in Sec
tion 2. A set U c S x R is called epigraphic if the projection of U on S is S
and the function! on S defined by !(s) = inf{x: (s, X)E U}, where SE S, is
in B. An epigraphic map has epigraphic sets for its domain and range. We
define an epigraphic map A and a Hausdorff metric like function d on
the subsets of S x R so that A is nonexpansive with respect to d. These
mappings playa key role in analysis.

Conditions (i) and (ii) hold, for example, for convex and quasi-convex
functions in B. The latter functions are those that satisfy k( A.S + (1 - A.) t) <
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max{k(s), k(t)} for all s, t in a convex set S eRn, all 0:;;::;).:;;::; 1 [5]. All three
conditions hold, for example, for monotone nondecreasing and, more
generally, isotone functions on a partially ordered set The problem of
finding continuous selections has generated much interest in the literature.
For surveys see [1,2,9]. However, not much is known about Lipschitzian
selections; some references appear in the above mentioned surveys. OLSOs
are identified in [7, 8J for the problem of approximation by quasi-convex
and convex functions, and generalized isotone optimization. The results of
this article are extended to the space of continuous functions in [9].

2. EPIGRAPHIC SETS AND MAPS

In this section we derive some key results concerning epigraphic maps.
For 1 in B define Kr={kEKk:;;::;f} and K;={kEK:k~/}. We

. .

observe that if K satisfies condition (i), then KI and K; are not empty.
Indeed, if gEK and b=llg-/ll, then g+b~/~g-b. Hence g-bEK;
and g + b E Kj. Now, for 1 in B, let .

f(s)=sup{k(s):kEKr}, SES,

and

[(s)=inf{k(s):kEK~}, SES.

Note that f and [ are in Kif K satisfies, respectively, conditions (ii) and
(iii). Clearly, f:;;::;/:;;::;f The functions f and 1 are called, respectively, the
greatest K-minorant and the smallest K-majoiant of f Note that -lis the
greatest - K-minorant of -f These functions are used for identifying best
approximations in Section 3 and defining epigraphic maps below.

We denote the elements of S x R by (s, x), (t, y) where s, t E Sand
x, y E R. For any 1 in B, let E(f) denote the epigraph of 1 [5, 6J, viz.,

E(f)={(S,X)ESxR:x~/(s)}.

Motivated by this definition, we call U c S x R epigraphic if {s: (s, x) E U]
= S and the function 1 defined by I(s) = inf{x: (s, x) E U}, S E S, is in B. In
this case, we say that U generates f We are only concerned with the
behavior of U at its "lower boundary." Note that E(f) is epigraphic and
generates f An epigraphic map is defined to be a map whose domain and
range are epigraphic subsets of S x R. Assuming K satisfies conditions (i)
and (ii), which ensures existence of f for any 1 in B, we now define an
epigraphic map A as follows: If U is epigraphic and generates f, then
A( U) = E(.f). To investigate properties of A, we define a function d.
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Let u = (s, x) and v = (I, y) be elements of S x R, and let

d'(u, v)= Ix-yl,

= OC),

Let U c S x R, r:> 0, and define

if s = t,

otherwise.

Br(U)= {uESxR: inf{d'(u, v): VE U} ~r}.

Analogous to the Hausdorff metric [3], define

d( U, V) = inf{r: U c Br( V) and V c Br(U)},

where U, V c S x R. Clearly, 0 ~ d ~ 00. The function d was also used in
[8]. It is easy to see that f, hE B, then

and

d(E(f), E(h» = Ilf- hll

d(A(E(f), A(E(h))) = Ilf - Jill.

(2.1 )

(2.2)

Note that if U is epigraphic and generates f, then B r ( U) is epigraphic and
generates f - r. The following lemma gives properties of A.

LEMMA 2.1. Let U and V be epigraphic sets.

(a) IfUc V then A(U)cA(V).

(b) A(Br(U» = B,.(A(U»).

Proof Let U and V generate f and h, respectively. Then f:> h. Hence,
f:> Ji and (a) follows. To establish (b), we note that both sides of (b) equal
E(j - r). The proof is complete.

PROPOSITION 2.1. A is nonexpansive with respect to d, i.e.,

d(A( U), A( V» ~ d( U, V)

holds for all epigraphic sets U and V.

Proof If r :> 0, U c Br( V), and V c B r( U), then by Lemma 2.1 we have

A( U) c A(B,.( V) = Br(A( V)).

Similarly, A( V) c Br(A( U»). From the definition of d, the required
conclusion follows. The proof is complete.
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The following is an application of the above proposition.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. If K satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) then
III -11 II :( Ilf - h II for all f, h in B. Similarly, if K satisfies (i) and (iii), then
11[- bll :( Ilf - hll·

Proof If K satisfies (i) and (ii), then I exists for each f and the
epigraphic map A is well defined. Proposition 2.1 with U = E(f), V = E(h),
and (2.1), (2.2) establish the first inequality of the proposition. If K satisfies
(i) and (iii), then -K satisfies (i) and (ii). Again, -[ is the greatest
- K-minorant of - f Thus, the second inequality follows from the first by
substituting - f and -[ for f and J. respectively. The proof is complete.

3. LIPSCHITZIAN SELECTIONS

In this section we present our main results. An I' in K is the maximal
(minimal) best approximation to f if I' ~ g (1':( g) for all best
approximations g to f We state two theorems.

THEOREM 3.1. The following applies to Problem (1.1).

(a) K nonconvex. If K satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), then

L1(f) =! Ilf - Iii (3.1 :

and I' = I + L1(f) is the maximal best approximation to f Furthermore iff·
hE B, then

and

III' - h'll :( lif - hll, if J(f) = L1(hl (3.2)

III' - h'll :( 2 Ilf - hll· (3,3)

The operator T: B -> K defined by T(f) = I' is a Lipschitzian selection
operator with C(T) = 2.

(b) K noncovex. If K satisfies conditions (i) and (iii), then (a) holds
with I replaced by f and I' = f - L1U), which is the minimal best
approximation to f - -

(c) K convex. If K satisfies conditions (i), (iil, and (iii), then

L1(f) =! IIf - III =! II! -[Ii (3.4 )
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and J + ,1(f)([ -,1( f )) is the maximal (minimal) best approximation to f
Furthermore, a gin K is a best approximation to f if and only iff - ,1(f) ~
g ~J+ ,1 (f). Hence, -

I' =)j+ (I-A)[+ (2A-l) ,1 (f),

is a best approximation to f For all f, hE B, (3.2) holds for this I' and

III' -h'll ~ (1 + 12A -11) Ilf -hll, (3.5)

The operator TA: B -> K defined by TA(f) =I' is a Lipschitzian selection
operator with C(TA)=1+ 12A - 11. When A=!, the operator T= T l defined
by T(f) =I' = !(J+[) is an optimal Lipschitzian selection operator with
C(T) = 1.

THEOREM 3.2. The following applies to Problem (1.2) for a nonconvex K.
If K satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), then J is the maximal best
approximation to f and A(f) = Ilf - JII = 2,1(f). The operator T: B -> K
defined by T(f) = J is the unique optimal Lipschitzian selection operator with
C(T) = 1.

It is easy to verify that for all Lipschitzian operators obtained in the
above two theorems we have T(f + c) = T(f) + c for all real c. Further
more, if K is a cone (i.e., ifE K whenever f E K, A~ 0), then T(Af) = AT(f),
A~ O. Now, we state a proposition which is used in the proof of the above
theorems.

PROPOSITION 3.1. The following applies to Problem (1.1) for a non
convex K.

(a) If K satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), then (3.1) holds and
I' = J + ,1 (f) is the maximal best approximation to f

(b) If K satisfies conditions (i) and (iii), then (3.1) holds with J
replaced by [ and I' = [- ,1(f) is the minimal best approximation to f

Proof Proof of part (a) is identical to that of [8, Proposition 2.1],
however, we give it for the convenience of the reader. Let g E K and
go=g-Ilf -gil· Then goEK by condition (i) and f~go. Consequently,
f~J~go, which gives f - J ~f - g + Ilf - gil or Ilf - JII/2 ~ Ilf - gil for
all g in K. Thus Ilf - JII/2 ~ A(f). If I' = J + Ilf - JII/2 then I' E K by con
dition (i). It is easy to ve~ify that Ilf - I'll ~ Ilf - JII/2. Hence (3.1) follows
and I' is a best approximation to f If g is any best approximation, then
f~g-,1(f), which is in K. Hence, f~J?;g-,1(f) which gives I'?;g.
Thus, I' is the maximal best approximation. Part (b) may be established
by symmetric arguments. The proof is complete.
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Before proceeding to the proofs of the theorems, we observe that
[4, p. 17] if j; h E B, then

1L1(/)-Ll(h)I";; Ilf -hll· (3.6)

Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a) By Proposition 3.1, l' = f + L1(.f) is the
maximal best approximation to f Hence,

II!' - h'll ,,;; III -/111 + ILI(/) - LI(h)l,

which, together with Proposition 2.2, establishes (3.2). Again, the above
inequality, (3.6), and Proposition 2.2 establish (3.3). By (3.3), C(T),,;;2. To
show C( T) = 2, let S = [0, I] and let K be the set of all convex functions
on S. Let f(O) = -1. f(s) = 1 on (0, 1], and h =°on S. Then /,(s) = 2s.
h'=O, 11f'-h'II=2, and Ilf-hll=1. Hence C(T)=2.

(b) Proof of this part is similar to that of (a).

(c) The assertions concerning I +LI(/), f -Ll(/) and the validity
of (3.4) follow from (a) and (b). Since K is convex, AU +,1(/))+
(l - ) H[ - LI (/)), which equals f', is a best approximation. Now

lit' - fl'll ,,;;) III - 1111 + (1- n III - bll + 12). - 11 1,1(/) - LI(h)l·

This inequality, (3.6), and Proposition 2.2 establish (3.2) and (3.5). Now
qTA )";; 1 + 12) - 11. Let S = [0, 1] and let K be the set of all nondecreas
ing functions on S. Let f(s) = -1 for s = 0, !, and f(s) = 1, otherwise. Also
let h =°on S. Using functions f and h, one may easily show that equality
holds in (3.5) for all 0,,;;),,;; 1. Hence C( TJ = 1+ i2A - 11- This example
appears in [7. p.217]. It remains to show that T is an OLSO. Clearly
q T) ,,;; 1. Let f E K and h = I - c where c > O. Then h E K. If T' is any LSO,
then T'(/) = I and T(h) = h. Since

II T(/) - T(h)11 ,,;; CIT) III- hil,

we have C( T') ? 1. Hence C( T) = 1 is the minimum value of C( T') for all
T'. Thus T is an aLSO. The proof is now complete.

Prool ol Theorem 3.2. The assertions concerning J and AU) follow
immediately from the definition of I and (3.1). If f, hE B, then by
Proposition 2.2, we have 111- 1111,,;; III - hi!. Consequently C(T)";; 1. To
show T is an OLSO, let IE K and h = f - c where c > 0. If T is any LSO
then T'(f)=I and T(h)=h. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.I(e), we
have C(T')? 1. Hence T is an aLSO. To show uniqueness of T, let T be
any OLSO and IE B. We show that T(/) = J Let T'(f) = f'. Since I is
the maximal best approximation to f, we have f',,;;J Let h = J + c where
c= II! - III. Then O";;h- I,,;;h- I=c. Also hEK and hence T'(h)=h.
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Since T' is an aLSO we have II T'(h) - T'(f)11 <: Ilh - III which gives
Ilf+ c - f' II <: c. It follows from f' <: f that f' = f The proof is now
complete.
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